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1 Introduction

1.1 Reconfiguration problems

The reconfiguration problem arises when we would like
to know whether one can transform one feasible solu-
tion of a problem into another by some allowable set of
moves. Many important variants of this problem have
been considered recently, including the independent set
reconfiguration problem. A recent survey by van den
Heuvel [5] gives a good introduction to this research
area.

1.2 Known results

Given a graph G with n vertices, m edges, and two inde-
pendent sets Ib and Ir of G, imagine that a token is put
at each vertex of Ib. The independent set reconfigura-
tion problem ISReconf asks whether we can transform
Ib to Ir via a sequence of independent sets of G, each of
which results from the previous one by moving a token
under some given reconfiguration rules, namely token
sliding (TS), token jumping (TJ), and token addition
and removal (TAR). The ISReconf problem under TS
rule, in which tokens may only be moved to adjacent
vertices, is called the sliding token problem and is
of particular theoretical interest. This sliding token
problem is known to be PSPACE-complete even for pla-
nar graphs. Ito et al. [3] proved that ISReconf under
TAR rule is PSPACE-complete for general graphs. Very
recently, Bonsma et al. [1] proved that sliding token
can be solved in polynomial time for claw-free graphs.
As the independent set problem plays an important role
in computational complexity theory, it is important to
resolve the complexity of ISReconf on some critical
graph classes.

2 Our Results

The following [2] is the main result of this abstract.

Theorem 1. The sliding token problem can be solved
in O(n2) time for any tree T with n vertices.

Let T be a tree and let I be an independent set of
T . For two distinct vertices u and v of a tree T , let
Tu
v be the subtree of T obtained by regarding u as the

root of T and then taking the subtree rooted at v which
consists of v and all descendants of v. It should be noted
that u is not contained in the subtree Tu

v .
We say that a token on a vertex v ∈ I is (T, I)-

rigid if v ∈ I′ holds for any independent set I′ of T

such that I
T
! I′, where I

T
! I′ indicates that we can

transform I to I′ via sliding tokens on T . A token on
v ∈ I is (T, I)-movable if it is not (T, I)-rigid. Using an
important recursive characterization of rigid tokens [2,
Lemma 1], we claim the following lemma.

Lemma 1. It can be decided in O(n) time whether the
token on u is (T, I)-rigid.

Next, we describe our algorithm to solve the slid-
ing token problem on trees. Denote by R(I) the set of
all vertices in I on which (T, I)-rigid tokens are placed.
Let N [T,R(I)] =

⋃
v∈R(I)

(
N(T, v) ∪ v

)
.

Step 1. Compute R(Ib) and R(Ir) using Lemma 1. If
R(Ib) 6= R(Ir), then return “no”; otherwise
go to Step 2.

Step 2. Delete the vertices in N [T,R(Ib)] =
N [T,R(Ir)] from T , and obtain a forest
F consisting of q trees T1, T2, . . . , Tq. If
|Ib ∩ Tj | = |Ir ∩ Tj | holds for every j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , q}, then return “yes”; otherwise re-
turn “no.”

By Lemma 1 we can determine whether one token in
an independent set I of T is (T, I)-rigid or not in O(n)
time, and hence Step 1 can be done in time O(n)×(|Ib|+
|Ir|) = O(n2). Clearly, Step 2 can be done in O(n) time.
Therefore, our algorithm above runs in O(n2) time in
total.
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